Energetic determinants of protein binding specificity: insights into protein interaction networks.
One of the challenges of the postgenomic era is to provide a more realistic representation of cellular processes by combining a systems biology description of functional networks with information on their interacting components. Here we carried out a systematic large-scale computational study on a structural protein-protein interaction network dataset in order to dissect thermodynamic characteristics of binding determining the interplay between protein affinity and specificity. As expected, interactions involving specific binding sites display higher affinities than those of promiscuous binding sites. Next, in order to investigate a possible role of modular distribution of hot spots in binding specificity, we divided binding sites into modules previously shown to be energetically independent. In general, hot spots that interact with different partners are located in different modules. We further observed that common hot spots tend to interact with partners exhibiting common binding motifs, whereas different hot spots tend to interact with partners with different motifs. Thus, energetic properties of binding sites provide insights into the way proteins modulate interactions with different partners. Knowledge of those factors playing a role in protein specificity is important for understanding how proteins acquire additional partners during evolution. It should also be useful in drug design.